
Front End Developer 
Norman, OK, or Denver, CO, or remotely within those geographic areas

On behalf of our client, Vieux & Associates, we have a new opportunity for a Front End Developer to join their 
growing development team in Norman, OK, or Denver, CO, or remotely within the geographic area. If you are a 
Front End Developer who is looking for a new challenge where you can fully contribute within a small, 
collaborative team of dedicated developers and make a real difference that saves lives and helps the 
environment, this may be the opportunity you have been seeking! 

While enjoying the benefits of being part of a larger organization, the Vieux development team of 5-10 people 
retains the creative spirit of a startup culture and delivers innovative product solutions. Their small team thrives 
in a fast paced and cross-functional setting. They collaborate often, encourage curiosity, listen to one another, 
respect elegant code, and pioneer products that make a difference. 

Who is Vieux & Associates?

They provide world-class flood warning systems and environmental data, and are a member of the Advanced 
Environmental Monitoring (AEM) family of companies that combines a group of leading global companies who 
provide innovative and reliable environmental monitoring and analysis with solutions that save lives, 
communities, and ultimately the environment. Their family of innovators offer world-class technologies and 
services, including sensors, dataloggers, telemetry, and software that deliver advanced analytics and prediction. 
These technologies enable decision makers to improve their reaction time to weather and environmental events, 
helping to protect people, infrastructure, and communities. 

Your day as part of the development team may include:

● Working collaboratively within the small team to ensure innovative product development, effective system 
integrations, and delivery of the best possible outcomes.

● Designing and developing new interfaces for analysis of scientific environmental data (e.g., graphs, GIS, 
tabular data, and more).

● Updating existing interfaces to continually improve usability and efficiency.

● Interfacing with and improving data APIs.

● Writing code that manages large, complex scientific data for front-end web applications and takes our 
products to the next level.

Our ideal Front End Developer candidate brings:

● 5+ years of Front End Developer experience with expert-level experience in JavaScript, HTML, and CSS is 
required.

● 2+ years of experience building single page web applications using SPA frameworks and libraries 
(frameworks/libraries include Angular, Ember.js, ExtJS, Knockout.js, Meteor.js, React, Vue.js, and Svelte) is 
required.

● Experience shipping and validating production quality applications is required.



● Strong understanding of key design principles is required.

● Strong computer science fundamentals are required.

● Strong understanding of browser and network functionality is required.

● Experience with responsive and adaptive web layouts is required.

The experience listed above is required to be successful in this role, but please be sure to review the full Job 
Description at www.TallSky.ca as there is additional experience that would be very beneficial and would elevate 
your application!

To thrive in this role, you will also bring:

● Good written and verbal communication skills.

● Ability to receive code reviews with constructive feedback and to provide them in return.

● Ability to thrive in a collaborative, team environment where your ideas are encouraged and valued.

● A natural curiosity and thirst for continual learning.

Compensation:

Vieux & Associates offers a competitive compensation including a salary in the range of $60,000 – 90,000 
commensurate with education and experience, and benefits including Medical, Dental, Vision, Life AD&D, Flexible 
Spending Account, Dependent Care, Vacation, Sick Days, and Holidays.

How to Apply:

If you are a Front End Developer who thinks big and wants to help build the future of environmental analysis, 
please apply in confidence to TallSky Consulting with a resume that clearly outlines how your experience meets 
the requirements of this position.  This role can be based in Norman, OK, or Denver, CO, or remotely within the 
geographic area.

Vieux & Associates is an Equal Employment and Opportunity Employer.

It is the policy of Vieux & Associates and AEM to provide equal employment and advancement opportunities to all 
colleagues and applicants for employment without regard to race, color, ethnicity, religion, gender, 
pregnancy/childbirth, age, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disability or perceived 
disability, genetic information, citizenship, veteran or military status, marital or domestic partner status, or any other 
category protected by federal, state and/or local laws.

We thank all candidates who apply; however, after initial acknowledgement of application, only those selected for 
further consideration will be contacted.


